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Negotiating between the physical and 
software means mediating perception, 
therefore physical space is defined by 
endo-perception and software space by 
exo-perception. 
“In perceiving an object, one occupies 
a separate space - one’s own space. In 
perceiving architectural space, one’s 
own space is not separate, but coexistent 
with what is perceived. In the first 
case, one surrounds; in the second, 
one is surrounded. This has been an 
enduring polarity between sculptural and 
architectural space..”  -Richard Morris
Morris’ description on ‘one surrounds’ 
is the act of identifying the body as the 
centrality of observation, in which  one 
absorbs a perceived object within one’s 
personal sphere defining the idea of 
endo-perception. With the invention of 
perspective during the Renaissance, this 
centrality of the body gained the ability 
to transpose itself into the depicted static 
depth. Perspectival drawing was not only 
a constructed translation of reality but 
architectural spatial narrative, falls 
victim to the blind spot. If the production 
of architecture is to generate experience 
within its user, how does the blind spot 
affect the transposing of ideas into 
simulated space? This project investigates 
the ‘temporary singularity’ of a frozen 
moment. Through means of motion 
Blind Spot will reveal unalienable, hidden 
software algorithms, stripping off what is 
not comprehensible and feed back the 
output back into the process of creating 
architectural speculation.
also a device in demonstrating how 
one is surrounded within space. This 
act of surrounding is what defines 
exo-perception; the ability to view the 
experienced reality from the outside. 
3d simulated software is an exaggerated 
version of perspective, a static image 
turned liquid in which depth is automatic 
within its infinite horizon. The simulated 
space allows two situations to occur the 
first being exo-perception in which one 
engages with its space as an outsider, 
observing how the space of virtuality 
surrounds the object of creation. The 
second is endo-perception in which one 
immerses into the object of creation and 
how it occupies the space of virtuality. 
This duality is a collision of endo-exo, 
a ‘temporary singularity’, a consistent 
process in becoming. Translation enters 
at this singularity, in which the object 
of creation inspired by the physical are 
negotiated through software. The site 
emerges when software cannot translate 
the processes that characterize the 
physical space of Reality. Movement, the 
core of fulfilling 
The lack of translatability of human-scale experience onto 3d software generates the 
blind spot, an unarticulated temporal zone in the production of architecture in which 
physical space recedes to the limitations of software algorithms. 
d e f i n i n g  b l i n d n e s s
c o n t e n t i o n
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The investigation begins with this idea of optical 
movement, starting with the person as the optical 
center point of spatial experience. Borrowing 
Herbert Bayer’s diagram for a proposed exhibition, 
I used his human scale figure as it a precise 
correlation that situates vision as the mode of 
experiencing. Perception in this project is broken 
down into two categories: endo- and exo-.  
Endo-perception is the first person experience, where 
the human body follows command to eye as the 
observes of their present environment. The individual 
here engulfs objects, interior spaces, walls, columns, 
stairs, ramps.. within this optical perceptual sphere. 
p e r c e p t i o n
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Exo perception is the opposite; it is when the eye is able to view 
the internal world in an external position, the way one perceives 
the infinite space within Rhino through the act of static sitting. 
A shift of the localization of the eye, from insider to outsider.
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The invention of the perspective during 
the Renaissance was the first instance 
when the eye’s position changed from 
endo to exo. Through its constructed 
drawings, like those of Durer, one 
could then displace their bodies onto a 
translated depth and perceive how their 
body might occupy its space. This process 
of creating drawing was a rigorous task 
of translation, an obsession to generate 
truth that found itself solidified into 
self conscious facades aware of the eye’s 
angle. Bramante, Alberti, took ratio and 
proportion as methods in translating 
essentialism from paper to reality. Robin 
Evans wrote:
“Architecture has nevertheless been 
thought of as an attempt at maximum 
preservation in which both meaning 
and likeness are transported from 
idea through drawing to building with 
minimum loss.”
The simulated space within programs 
like Rhino continues this essentialism 
but through exaggerated perspective.
 I like to describe software space as a 
drawing which one can orbit around 
it, presenting you with effortless fluid 
movement inside an infinite horizon 
in which depth is automatic. What this 
space introduces is the overlapping of 
the two kinds of perception; within 
endo- you engage with Rhino through 
the computer as an object contained in 
your immediate sphere and within exo- 
you are immersed in zooming in and out 
of the object extruded on the xyz axis. 
c h a n g e  i n  s i m u l a t e d  s p a c e
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This is the site of architectural 
production. In school we are used to 
creating drawings and transposing them 
into 3d models to render images that are 
photoshopped until they superimpose 
plausible situations back into reality. In 
a way we aspire to narrate experience 
of our designs but how do we actually 
experience space ourselves? I argue 
that bodily movement as response to 
optical understanding is what fulfills 
architectural spatial narrative. What 
software is unable to do is ‘translate’ this 
endo- movement and therefore reveals 
vulnerability that the design process 
can fall victim to. I used 3d scanning to 
investigate this vulnerability by visualize 
how movement would affect the 
software’s construction of the scanned 
object. I took four ordinary objects of 
different textures, forms, depths, and 
volumes and captured them in two 
different states: static and one where the 
object was moved as it was captured. I 
took the rules that create a precise 3d 
scan and did the opposite in order to 
reveal how movement is misunderstood 
and to obtain that misunderstanding as 
a 3d object.
s i t e  o f  v u l n e r a b i l i t y
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t e m p o r a l  s i n g u l a r i t y
The surface then became a collage of the 
software’s interpretation of the object 
but also represents the collision of 
endo-exo; a localization of where real-
time photographs and the software’s 
algorithms in placing those photographs 
meet together via the bitmap. This is what 
I identify as a temporal singularity, where 
the photos, 3d scan mesh, and Rhino 
negotiate themselves in a continuous 
process in becoming. Software translates 
an act of motion in a frozen moment but 
the problem is that there are no frozen 
moments. This is the Blind Spot, the site 
of untranslatability, the site of the thesis 
project. The question of the surface then 
contemplates is a theme Sylvia Lanvin 
investigates:
“What is the architectural surface as 
such, independent of its role as a signifier, 
screen, or umbrella, and what happens 
when this surface is stroked, encased, 
veiled, enveloped, and consumed by the 
‘software’ of media and other material 
furnishings?”
In this quote Lanvin questions how the 
multiplicity of media collide onto surface 
to alter what architecture proposes as a 
built form. I apply this multiplicity as a 
visual result where misinterpretation of 
movement collide.  The object remains 
the same but it is change of visual surface 
that then starts to question what that 
surface is really representing or holding.
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o p t i c  u n d e r s t a n d i n g
How does one test and find the blind 
spot? Turning to the field of perimetry, in 
order to locate scotomas optical devices 
use light intensities, color, and size to 
test a patient’s visual thresholds. Starting 
from the fovea, the center point of our 
eye’s vision, visual recordings are taken 
according to how fast the eye locates 
the stimulus. These two techniques, 
Goldmann’s and Humphrey’s, use two 
visual approaches, one which uses a 3d 
form and the other a gray gradient to 
locate blindness. 
These techniques were then applied to 
localize the software’s scotoma. Through 
color gradient, pixelation and form 
each scanned object dimensionalizes 
the software’s discrepancy. The 3d form 
of blindness begins to suggest unseen 
processes that filter the inputs the user 
applies to achieve their desired goal. 
The ability to translate drawings and 
generate objects within simulated space 
is attractive for its precision but it cannot 
be merely a tool to reach perfection 
which then leads to modes of production 
that become systematized and object 
oriented. The form suggests that the 
software too has a say within the act of 
creating in simulated space.
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The practice of creating physicality 
through software is a practice that always 
falls victim of the blind spot. This leads 
to the question: If  architecture is the 
production of environment and software 
is a testing ground how are its resulting 
built forms affected?
The testing ground now becomes about 
the built environment to then see how 
translation and the blind spot are worked 
through when moving in architecture. 
Spaces of transition and connection 
were chosen as they have a dual meaning 
ingrained within their spatial use. A 
doorway is an entrance and an exit, 
stairs lead you away and towards your 
destination, and a corridor separates and 
connects. 
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